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Abstract 
We present a PAC-learning algorithm and an on-line learning algorithm for nested differences 
of intersection-closed classes. Examples of intersection-closed classes include axis-parallel rect- 
angles, monomials, and linear sub-spaces. Our PAC-learning algorithm uses a pruning technique 
that we rigorously proof correct. As a result we show that the tolerable noise rate for this al- 
gorithm does not depend on the complexity (VC-dimension) of the target class but only on the 
VC-dimension of the underlying intersection-closed class. For our on-line algorithm we show 
an optimal mistake bound in the sense that there are concept classes for which each on-line 
learning algorithm (using nested differences as hypotheses) can be forced to make at least that 
many mistakes. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
We are interested in the implications of noise when learning nested differences of 
intersection-closed classes. For the noise-free case the learnability of nested differences 
was analyzed by Helmbold et al. [8]. The main focus of our work is the tolerable 
amount of noise such that learning is still possible. The learning models we will con- 
sider are the PAC-learning model with malicious noise [15, 111 and the on-line learning 
model [I, 131 with noise. In both learning models the learner has to discover some fixed 
target concept C LX over the domain X, where it is only known that C E % for some 
given concept class % of subsets of X. We will not distinguish between a concept C 
and the corresponding function 
C(x) = 
+ ifxEC, 
{- if x $ C. 
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1.1. Learning models 
In the original PAC-learning model of Valiant [ 151 the learner receives a sample 
(xl, C(xl )), . . , (x~, C(x,)) labeled by the target concept C where the xi are indepen- 
dently drawn from a probability distribution 9 on X. The size m of the sample can 
be chosen by the learner depending on the required precision E and confidence 6. The 
learner successfully learns C if with high probability (measured by the confidence 
parameter S) a random sample is drawn such that based on this random sample the 
learner produces a hypothesis H which is E-close to C, i.e. 9{x : H(x) # C(x)} < E, 
where E is the precision parameter. In the malicious PAC model of Keams and Li [ 1 l] 
a certain fraction (measured by the noise rate yj) of the examples is noisy. Formally, 
for each example (xi, C(xi)) of the sample an independent Bernoulli experiment with 
success probability q determines if the example is affected by noise. On failure the 
original example (xi, C(xi)) is passed to the learner, on success an arbitrary example 
(xi, Ii) chosen by an adversary is passed to the learner. As in the original PAC model, 
with high probability the learner has to produce a hypothesis H which is E-close to 
the target concept C with respect to the original distribution 9. 
Definition 1.1. Let %7 be a concept class over domain X. Algorithm A (E, 6)-learns QZ 
with malicious noise rate q if there is an ~(E,&v) such that the following condition 
is fulfilled: for any concept C E 9? and for any probability distribution 9 on X, 
the probability that a sample of size VZ(E, 6, y) is given to algorithm A such that the 
algorithm’s hypothesis H is not E-close to the target C (with respect to 9) is at most 
6. The sample is drawn accordingly to 9 and C and it is affected by a noise rate of 
at most q. 
For the on-line learning model we use the formalization of Angluin [I], where in 
each trial t > 1 the learner has to produce a hypothesis H,, and if Ht is considered 
to be different from the target concept C, then the learner receives a counterexample 
(Xt,&), I, E {+, -1, such that H,(x,) # It. If I, = C(x,) then (xt,ll) is a correct 
counterexample, if It # C(x,) then the counterexample is noisy. Furthermore we call an 
example (x, 1) positive if 1 = + and we call it negative if 1 = -. The performance of the 
learner is measured by its number of mistakes, i.e. by the number of counterexamples it 
receives until it has learned the target concept. We denote by MB@, %?,N) the maximal 
number of mistakes which Algorithm A makes while learning a concept from ‘3, if 
at most N of the counterexamples are noisy. For N = 0 we abbreviate MB@,%?) := 
MB(A, V, 0). Furthermore, we denote by MB@, C) the number of mistakes algorithm 
A makes when learning a fixed concept C. It must be observed that in the on-line 
model we do not explicitly introduce a noise rate as was done in [4,5]. Nevertheless, 
our results could also be stated in terms of the tolerable noise rate. Assume a bound 
like MB(A,%‘,N)<RN + MO. Here R is essentially the number of additional wrong 
hypotheses that can result from a single noisy counterexample and MO is the number 
of wrong hypotheses when there are no noisy counterexamples at all. Then learnability 
can be proven for all noise rates less than l/R [5]. 
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2. WHILE 3.x E B : CL(B \ {x}) = CL(B) DO B := B \ {x}. 
Fig. I. Construction of a basis B for set S. 
1.2. Intersection-closed classes 
161 
A class % is intersection-closed if ncEs, C E % for any subclass %?’ C ‘6, and if 0 E 
%. Intersection-closed classes can be learned using the Closure Algorithm (ClosAlg) 
[7,8, 14,9], which uses as hypothesis the closure of all positive (counter)examples 
seen so far. For any intersection-closed concept class %? the closure operator CL% : 
2X + 2’ is defined as CL%(S) = &.Ecfi,s c c C. Thus, the closure of a set S CX is the 
smallest concept in %? which contains S. since the Closure Algorithm always produces 
the smallest hypothesis consistent with all positive examples, in the noise-free case 
this hypothesis is also consistent with the negative examples. For the noisy case the 
Closure Algorithm was extended in [5]. If not stated otherwise we assume from now on 
that % is an intersection-closed concept class and for convenience we write CL instead 
of CL/A. If S is a set of labeled examples we write CL(S, I) := CL({x : (x, I) E S}), 
I E {+, -}, for the closure of the positive or negative examples in S and we write 
CL(S) if we disregard the labels in S. 
Intersection-closed classes have the following important property which we will 
use to construct our algorithms: for any finite set S LX there is a minimal basis 
Bas(S) c S, such that CL(S) = CL(Bas(S)) and B’ c Bas(S) implies CL(P) c CL(S). 
The basis Bas(S) can be constructed by removing elements from S as long as the 
closure of the remaining elements equals the closure of the original set S, see Fig. 1. ’ 
Observe that there might be more than one basis for a set S. In this case we assume 
that among these bases one is chosen arbitrarily. For a labeled sample S we write 
Bas(S, 1) = {(x, 1) : x E Bas({x : (x, Z) E S})} for the labeled basis of the positive 
or negative examples in S. The size of any basis is bounded by the VC-dimension 
[16] of %. 
Lemma 1.2 ([S]). For any intersection-closed concept class % over X and any ,$nite 
set SCX, 
]Bas(S)i fVC-dim(g). 
1.3. Nested d$ferences 
The nested difference C of concepts Cl,. . . , CK E %? is defined as 
C = Cl \ cc2 \ cc3 \ . ..(CK-I \ C/c))>. (1) 
’ For many concept classes this is not a very efficient algorithm, but it shows that a basis can be constructed 
effectively. 
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Fig. 2. Examples of nested differences of rectangles with 4 and 5 shells 
We call each Ci in (1) a shell of C. To simplify notation we define 
(C I,...,CK) :=C1 \(C2\...(G-I \G)). 
If c = (C,,..., CK) then C(x) = ei where i = maxfi >O : x E G,=, Cj,} (we assume 
Co = X) and 
(We will use the notation &i throughout the paper for the classification associated with 
the ith shell of a nested difference.) Two examples of nested differences of rectan- 
gles are shown in Fig. 2. The concept class of nested differences with K shells and 
underlying class %? is defined as 
VcK) = {(Cl,. . . , CK) 1 Ci E %} 
and the class of nested differences with an unbounded number of shells is %?t*) = 
For intersection-closed classes % we can always obtain a normal form of a nested 
difference C E %?cK). 
Fact 1.3. Let %’ be an intersection-closed concept class. Then for any C E S?(K) there 
are C1 3C2>...>Ck #a, C, E ‘3, k<K, with C= (Cl,...,&). 
Proof. Assume that C = (Cl,. . . , Cft). Then also C = (Cy, . . . , C;) where C,!’ = 
n, gjQi Cj. Clearly Ci’ > C; > . . .>C$. If Ci’ = C:i, for some i = l,...,K - 1 then 
(Cl’, . . . ) C$) = (Ci’,. ..,Ci’L,,C$ ,...) Ci). Thus, we can remove all duplicates among 
the Cl’, . . . , Cg and get C = (Cl,. . . , ck’) with Ci 2 f 3 cp. Finally, if Ck/ = 0 then 
(Cl,. . . , Ckt) = (Cl,. . . , &_I), which completes the proof. 0 
Helmbold et al. [8] developed the Inclusion-Exclusion Algorithm (Fig. 3), to learn 
nested differences of intersection-closed classes. This algorithm first computes the clo- 
sure of all positive examples, obtaining the first shell of the hypothesis. In general, 
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1. “All positive examples build the first shell.” 
n := I, SI := {(x,+) E S}. 
2. REPEAT 
“All examples misclassified by the last shell build the next shell.” 
n := n + 1, S, := {(X,/,!) E S :x E CL(S,_, ,}. 
UNTIL S, = 0. 
3. OUTPUT (CL@, ). _. , CL(.S,,_, )). 
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Fig. 3. The Inclusion-Exclusion-Algorithm computes a hypothesis consistent with the noise-free sample S. 
Fig. 4. The noisy example @ causes the Inclusion-Exclusion Algorithm to loop forever. 
this shell contains some negative examples so that the closure of these negative ex- 
amples must be subtracted from the first shell. This closure of the negative examples 
(only the negative examples in the first shell are considered) forms the second shell. 
Of course, in this shell there again might be positive examples, and a third, positive 
shell must be subtracted from the second, negative shell. This continues until a nested 
difference consistent with all examples is found. It can be proven that this algorithm 
works well in the noise-free case, but there is a problem in the noisy case. Consider 
Fig. 4 where in the second shell there is a noisy positive example. Given by the closure 
of all positive examples in the second shell the third shell equals the second shell. The 
fourth shell, given by the closure of all negative examples in the third shell, again 
equals the second shell. Thus, for this set of examples the Inclusion-Exclusion Algo- 
rithm will not make any progress and cannot compute a consistent hypothesis. This is 
not surprising at all, since for this set of examples there is no consistent hypothesis 
in V(*). 
Lemma 1.4. Let %? be any intersection-closed concept class. Then there is no hypo- 
thesis in %‘(*) consistent with examples (xl,+),.. .,(x,, +), (~1, -),. .,(yn,, -) iJ 
W{Xl ,...Jn)) = CU{Yl,...,Y,O). 
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Proof. Assume that H = (HI,. . . , Hk) is consistent with the examples above and nor- 
malized such that HI >...>Hk # 0. Since CL({xi,...,xn}) = CL({yi,...,y,l}) we 
have for any i = l,..., k: Xj E Hi for all j = l,..., 12 iff vj E Hi for all j = 1, . , II’. 
Since H is consistent with the examples, all xj E Hi. Thus also all yj E HI. Again, 
since H is consistent, all yj E Hz. This implies that all Xj E Hz. Continuing with this 
argument we finally find that all xj E Hk and all yj E Hk. Hence, H classifies all xj 
and yj with /k which contradicts that H is consistent with the examples. 0 
In Section 2 we present a PAC-learning algorithm which removes a few examples 
from the sample to obtain a hypothesis which is consistent with the remaining examples. 
Some pruning of this consistent hypothesis finally gives a hypothesis which is a-close to 
the target concept. In Section 3 we give an on-line algorithm which does not explicitly 
discard previous counterexamples but which maintains its hypothesis in a way such that 
this hypothesis misclassifies some of the previous counterexamples but is consistent 
with all the other counterexamples seen so far. 
We conclude this section by proving that for any intersection-closed class 55’ the 
number of shells in the normal form of any nested difference is bounded by the mistake 
bound of the Closure Algorithm, MB(ClosAlg,%?). To prove this we use the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 1.5. If Ci 1 C2 then MB(ClosAlg, Ci ) bMB(ClosAlg, C,) + 1 
Proof. Consider a sequence of counterexamples to ClosAlg when learning C2. Since 
in the noisy-free case ClosAlg receives only positive counterexamples all these coun- 
terexamples are in C2. Thus, all these counterexamples are also counterexamples to 
ClosAlg when learning Ci. After this sequence of counterexamples the hypothesis of 
ClosAlg is a subset of C2. Hence, any x E Ci \ C2 is an additional counterexample to 
ClosAlg when learning Ci. Therefore, ClosAlg makes at least one mistake more when 
learning Ci than when learning Cz. 0 
Thus, C = (Ci,...,C,+i) with Cj 3 Ci+i and m = MB(ClosAlg, U) implies 
MB(ClosAlg,C,+i) = 0 and hence C,,,+i = 0. Therefore, any normal form has at 
most m shells and we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.6. Let %? be any intersection-closed concept class. Then for any k>m = 
MB(ClosAlg, %‘) we have WCk) = %?cm). 
2. Learning of nested differences in the malicious PAC-model 
In this section we present an extension of the Inclusion-Exclusion Algorithm which 
is robust against noise. Algorithm RobustInclusionExclusion (Fig. 5) performs in two 
phases. In the first phase it removes examples from the sample until there is a hy- 
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Input: Sample S and upper bound K on the number of shells of the target concept. 
Phase I: 
I. n := 0, s, = s. 
2. REPEAT 
n:=n+I,S,:={(X,e,)ESo:xECL(S,_,)}. 
IF CL(.S,,, C,) = CL(S,_, , Y,_, ) 
THEN n := 0, So := 5’0 \ (Bas(S,,,/,) U Bas(S,_l,f,_,)). 
UNTIL S,, = 0. 
Phase 2: 
I. n := 0. 
2. REPEAT 
n := n + I, s, := {(x, /,) t s, : x E CL(S,_ 
IF n > 2K + I 
THEN n := 0, SO := SO \ U:‘, Bas(S,,r*,). 
UNTIL S, = 0. 
3. OUTPUT (CL(S, ), ,CL(S,_, )). 
Remark: 
All sets S, have to be implemented as multi-sets. For example, if (x,+) appears 
twice in the sample then initially it will appear twice in SO. 
Fig. 5. Algorithm RobustInclusionExclusion constructs a hypothesis in %(2K) 
pothesis in Y(*) which is consistent with the remaining sub-sample. In general, this 
sub-sample will still contain noisy examples. We will see (Lemma 2.6) that these 
noisy examples might force the consistent hypothesis to be much more complex than 
the target concept. This can be seen as a case of overfitting in the attempt to be con- 
sistent also with the noisy examples. In general, this complex consistent hypothesis 
will not be c-close to the target concept. Therefore, in the second-phase algorithm, 
RobustInclusionExclusion prunes the complex consistent hypothesis to obtain a hy- 
pothesis which is only moderately more complex than the target concept. This pruned 
hypothesis is consistent with less examples from the sample than the complex hypoth- 
esis, but nevertheless we are able to show that the pruned hypothesis is c-close to the 
target concept. 
In the first-phase algorithm RobustInclusionExclusion has to detect noisy examples 
which cause any hypothesis from %‘(*) to be inconsistent with the sample. Recall that the 
Inclusion-Exclusion Algorithm does not make progress only if two consecutive shells 
of its “hypothesis” are equal. Hence, in this case, algorithm RobustInclusionExclusion 
removes the bases of these shells. Since the closures of both bases are equal and 
the examples in one basis are labeled + and the the examples in the other basis are 
labeled -, at least one of these examples is noisy by Lemma 1.4. Thus, in one step 
the algorithm removes at least I noisy example and at most 2d - 1 correct examples 
when d is the VC-dimension of %, since d upper bounds the number of examples in 
any basis. Phase 1 stops as soon as there are only examples left which are consistent 
with some hypothesis in e(*). 
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In Phase 2, examples are removed until there is an (almost) consistent hypothesis 
with at most twice as many shells as the target concept. Let us assume that the target 
concept has K shells and that during Phase 2 algorithm RobustInclusionExclusion con- 
structs a hypothesis with n = K + 2N shells. We will show (Lemma 2.6) that in this 
case at least N shells have noisy examples in their bases. Thus, removing the bases 
of all shells removes at most d(K + 2N) examples and at least N noisy examples. 
Since the number of noisy examples is reduced there is now a hypothesis with fewer 
shells. Repeating this process finally yields a hypothesis in @2K). Observe that there is 
a subtle point in Step 2 of Phase 2 of algorithm RobustInclusionExclusion: the bases 
of previously constructed shells are removed before a new shell is constructed. This 
guarantees that each example is an element of at most one basis. On the other hand, 
the examples in these bases might be misclassified by the final hypothesis since they 
were not considered when subsequent shells were constructed. Nevertheless, we can 
show that the final hypothesis is s-close to the target concept. 
Theorem 2.1. Let %? be any intersection-closed concept class with VC-dim(%) = d < 
00 and let K > 1. Then for any E, 6 > 0 and any y = E/4d - CI, 0 < a <~/4d, algo- 
rithm RobustInclusionExclusion (E, 6)-learns %7cK) in the malicious PAC model with 
noise rate n when provided with a sample S of size m 3 max { (16~1~~) (2dK In &/a2 
+ In 8/d), (8/a2) log 216). Algorithm RobustInclusionExclusion outputs a hypothesis 
in Vc2K) and runs in time polynomial in the sample size m and the time needed to 
compute the closure and a basis of a set of size m. 
Remark 2.2. We made no attempt to optimize the bound on the sample size. 
Remark 2.3. Algorithm RobustInclusionExclusion can be modified so that it tolerates 
a noise rate up to $. This can be done by changing the bound on n in Phase 2 
of the algorithm. Instead of producing a hypothesis in %‘(2K) the modified algorithm 
produces a hypothesis whose number of shells depends on & - y. Another modification 
of RobustInclusionExclusion gives an algorithm which outputs a hypothesis in 9?tK). 
The drawback of this algorithm is that it tolerates only a noise rate of O(g). 
Remark 2.4. If K is not known in advance then the correct K can be guessed (up to a 
factor of 2) by the doubling technique. At first algorithm RobustInclusionExclusion is 
run with K = Ko = 2’ and a sample suitable for this K. The precision of the resulting 
hypothesis is estimated by using an independent validation set. If the precision of 
the hypothesis is not sufficient algorithm RobustInclusionExclusion is run again with 
K = K1 = 2’ and a new sample. This process continues until a sufficiently precise 
hypothesis is found. 
2.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
Assume that S’ c S is the sub-sample which was not affected by noise. We set m’ = 
IS’1 so that N = m - m’ is the number of noisy examples. Since the examples which 
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were affected by noise were chosen at random, S’ is a noise-free sample in the sense 
of the original PAC-model. Thus, we will bound the number of examples in S’ which 
are misclassified by the algorithm’s hypothesis and then apply the following result 
from PAC-learning theory. Essentially, the lemma states that with high probability a 
hypothesis which makes few mistakes on a noise-free sample is close to the target 
concept. 
Lemma 2.5 (Adapted from Anthony and Shawe-Taylor [2]). Let C be any target 
concept and 2 any hypothesis class on a domain X, d = VC-dim(X). Further- 
more, let 9 be any distribution on X, and choose E, 6, CI > 0. Then with probability 
at most 6 a sample of size m’ 2 (&/a2) (d In 4&/x2 + In 416) is drawn accordingly to 
9 and labeled by C, such that there is an H E Z which is not E-close to C but 
makes at most (E - a)m’ mistakes on the sample. 
To bound the number of misclassified examples in S’ observe that there are two 
kinds of misclassified examples. Obviously, examples which were removed from SO 
in Phase 1 or 2 might be misclassified by the final hypothesis. Furthermore, some 
examples in the bases of the shells of the final hypothesis might be misclassified. But 
observe that there are at most 2dK examples in these bases. Thus, we only have to 
bound the number of examples which are removed from S’ by the algorithm. Let st and 
s2 be the number of examples removed from S’ during Phases 1 and 2, respectively, 
and let Nt and N2 be the number of noisy examples removed during Phases 1 and 2, 
respectively. 
In Phase 1 the examples in Bas(S,+t ) and Bas(S,) are removed from SO iff 
CL(Bas(S,+1)) = CL(Bas(S,,)). By Lemma 1.4 at least one of these examples is noisy. 
Since ]Bas(S,+t) U Bas(S,,)I <2d, with each noisy example at most 2d - 1 correct 
examples are removed from S’. Thus we find st <(2d - 1)Nt. 
To analyze Phase 2 we have to calculate the number of shells which are created 
by noisy examples: besides the K shells which correspond to the shells of the target 
concept each noisy counterexample generates at most 2 additional shells. See Fig. 6: 
roughly speaking, each noisy counterexample can be “covered” by 2 additional shells. 
The following lemma gives a little stronger statement which we will need in Section 3. 
Lemma 2.6. Let G+? be any intersection-closed concept class and C = (Cl,. . . , CK) E 
%TcK) some target concept. Furthermore, let S1, . . , S,, LX be a sequence of sets of 
examples such that the label of an example x E Si is ei. If CL(Sr ) > CL(&) > . > 
CL(&) # 8 and at most N examples in the sets &, . . . ,S, are noisy (in respect to C) 
then n<k+2N for some O<k<K and there are indices l<ir < ... < ik<n with 
Si,~Cjforj=l,..., k. 
Proof. We start by constructing the indices ij. We set io = 0, Co = SO =X, CK+~ = 8, 
and ij+l = min{ij + 1 + 2~ : saO,Si,+1+2s _ CC. ]+I } for j = O,...,K (we assume Si = 8 
for i > n). Observe that ei, = ej. The indices ij are chosen such that S, is the 
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Fig. 6. The noisy example 8 is covered by an additional shell. Another shell is used to cover the positive 
examples which would be misclassified otherwise. 
“largest” set which is included in Cj and whose examples are labeled by /,. Let k 
be the number of indices ij with 1 Gi, <n. Obviously, this choice of indices satisfies 
Si, C C, for j = 0,. . ., k. By the construction of the ij and the prerequisite of the 
lemma we have Cj 2 CL(Si, ) 2 S,, + 1 +zs for all s>O and all j = O,...,k. Since all 
examples in Si,+r+~.~ have label e,+t , all correct examples in Si,+t+& C: C, are in C,+r 
Thus, si,+1+2s gCj+l only if ,$,+1+2,~ contains at least one noisy example. Hence, for 
j = 0,. . ,k each Si,+t,S,,+j,. . . , S,!,, -2 contains at least one noisy example since S,!,, 
is the first set with S. r,+t+2s C Cj+t Counting these sets for all j gives 
k i,+l -ij- 1 
N3C 2 = 
ikfl - io - (k + 1) ~ n - k 
j=O 2 2 
and the lemma. q 
In Phase 2 the bases of all sets Si are removed from SO. Since the bases Bas(S;), i = 
1,. . , n, fulfill the prerequisite of Lemma 2.6 at least (n - K)/2 bases contain a noisy 
example. Thus, by removing all bases at least (n - K)/2 noisy examples are removed. 
Since at most a total number of dn examples is removed at most dn - (n - K)/2 
examples are removed from S’. Thus, per noisy example at most 
dn - 9 2dn 
n_K 
=-- , < 4dK ,--1=4d-1 
2 n-K K 
examples from S’ are removed. Hence we get s2 d (4d - 1 )N*. 
Summing over Phases 1 and 2 we find that st + s2 <(4d - 1)N. Now we have to 
bound the number of noisy examples N. The number of noisy examples is the sum 
of m independent Bernoulli trials whose probability of success is at most y. Thus, we 
get by standard Hoffding bounds that N d m(q + ~(12) with probability at least 1 - 6/2 
if m 3 8/a* log 216. Recalling that there are at most 2dK examples in the bases of the 
final hypothesis we find that with probability at least 1 -612 the algorithm’s hypothesis 
misclassifies at most a fraction of 
(4d- l)N+2dK (4d- l)N+2dK 
m’ = m-N 
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~ (4d - I)(g + a/2) + 4dK 
1 - ‘I - a/2 m 
~ (4d - l>(& - x/2) + 2 
1 - & + U/2 8s 
examples in S’. Some algebra shows that (2) <c - x for 0 < a < 1, 0 < x < E/4d. 
By applying Lemma 2.5 with 2 = qczK), c, 612, and c(, we get that with probability 
1 - 6/2 the algorithm’s hypothesis is c:-close to the target if 
m’ 2 !f! 
8x2 
VC-dim(%?(2K’) In T + In i , 
provided that N < m(q + a/2). The VC-dimension of %F (2K) is bounded by the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.7 ([S]). For any intersection-closed cluss %? 
VC-dim(G@‘) d K . VC-dim(w). 
At last we have with probability 1 - 612 that m’ = m - N >m(l - q - 42) >(m/2) 
(for 0 < E < 1) which implies (3). Summing up we find that with probability 1 - (5 
the algorithm’s hypothesis is s-close to the target, which gives the theorem. 
2.2. Discussion und related results 
Keams and Li [l l] presented a general technique to make a PAC-learning algo- 
rithm noise robust. They show that any time-efficient learning algorithm for the noise- 
free PAC model which uses a sample of size m, can be turned into a time-efficient 
PAC learning algorithm tolerating a malicious noise rate up to Q(logm/m). In gen- 
eral, +7(K) can be (e,6)-learned in the noise-free case using a sample of size m = 
O(( l/a)log l/6 + (dK/&)log l/a) [8], where d = VC-dim(q). Applying the result of 
Keams and Li gives for small I a tolerable noise rate of Q(&/dK). While this bound 
on the tolerable noise rate depends on the number of shells, our result gives an error 
tolerance of 52(8/d) which is independent of the number of shells. The error tolerance 
of our algorithm is the best known for example for the class of nested differences of 
axis-parallel rectangles. 
Talking about achievable noise tolerance one has to be aware of the fact that we 
are considering only time-efficient algorithms. Time efficiency essentially means that 
the algorithms run in time polynomial in the sample size. If the run time of the 
learning algorithm is not constrained then the optimal noise tolerance of F/( 1 + r:) 
can be achieved. This is done by searching for a hypothesis which misclassifies a 
minimal number of examples in the sample. The optimality of E/( 1 + E) was proven 
in [ll]. 
Another general technique to obtain noise-tolerant learning algorithms is by the Sta- 
tistical Query model [lo]. In [6,3] it was proven that a concept class can be learned in 
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Algorithm XInclusionExclusion maintains a sequence of sets of counterexamples 
Y = (Sl,. ,&), n >O, such that CL(Si) > CL(Si+I) for all i = 1,. .,n - 1. 
Initialization: 
Initialize Y to the empty sequence, Y := 0, n := 0. 
Construction of the hypothesis: 
In each trial t& 1 set Ht := (CL(Sl), ,CL(S,)). (HI = () = 0.) 
Update: 
Let (xy, It) be the counterexample to Ht. 
Set i := min{l <j<n : .Q $ CL(S,)}. If xt E CL(Sj) for all j then i := n + 1. 
Update 9 by setting Si := & U {xt}. If i = n + I set S,,+l := {XY} and n := n + I 
Fig. 7. Algorithm XInclusionExclusion for the on-line learning of nested differences with noise. 
the PAC model with malicious noise rate q if it can be learned in the Statistical Query 
model with tolerance close to q. To apply this result for learning nested differences 
with noise rate Q(E/~) one needs a Statistical Query algorithm which learns nested 
differences with tolerance 52(&/d). But it seems rather unlikely (or at least it is not 
obvious at all) that such an algorithm exists since all statistical query algorithms we 
are aware of require a tolerance which depends (for small E) on the VC-dimension 
of the concept class to be learned. Thus, the error tolerance that can be achieved by 
known techniques via a Statistical Query algorithm is again only 52(~/dK). 
3. On-line learning of nested differences in the presence of noise 
In this section we present algorithm XInclusionExclusion, (Fig. 7), which is a varia- 
tion of the Inclusion-Exclusion Algorithm and has the advantage that in the presence of 
noise it still produces a hypothesis consistent with most of the counterexamples seen 
so far. We start with an informal description of the algorithm. Like the Inclusion- 
Exclusion Algorithm its hypothesis Ht is the nested difference of the closures of some 
sets of counterexamples S1, $2, . . . For each trial the Inclusion-Exclusion Algorithm cal- 
culates these sets from scratch, such that S1 is the set of all positive counterexamples 
seen so far, S2 is the set of all negative counterexamples in the closure of SI, and 
so on. In contrast, algorithm XInclusionExclusion updates the sets &‘I,&, . . . incremen- 
tally: the counterexample xt is added to the set Si with the smallest index i such that 
xy @ CL(Si). Since before the update xI E CL(Si_1) \ CL(Si) and xt was a counter- 
example to H,, the label of xt is ei. While the hypothesis of the Inclusion-Exclusion 
Algorithm is always consistent with all counterexamples seen so far (therefore the 
Inclusion-Exclusion Algorithm cannot tolerate noisy counterexamples), the hypothesis 
of algorithm XInclusionExclusion is in general not consistent with all the counterexam- 
ples (which enables the algorithm to deal with noise), see Fig. 8. We get the following 
mistake bound for algorithm XInclusionExclusion and we will show that this bound is 
optimal. 
Fig. 8. The new negative counterexample, added to S?, enlarges the second shell of the hypothesis. Since 
all positive counterexamples remain in SI, one of them (not necessarily a noisy one if the target is from 
‘LC3)) is misclassified by the hypothesis. 
Theorem 3.1. For uny intersection-closed concept cluss 55 and for Unix 2 <K < 
MB(ClosAlg, K) and uny N 3 0 
MB( XInclusionExclusion, d “‘?N)<(2N +K)MB(ClosAlg,V) - 
K(K - 1) 
2 
jvhrre ulyorithm XInclusionExclusion USPS hypotheses ,fiorn %(K+2N) and runs in time 
polynomial in K. N, and the muximul time taken by ClosAlg to learn u concept ,fiom 
%. 
Theorem 3.2. For uny m>2 there is an intersection-closed concept cluss % \lith 
MB(ClosAlg,%‘) = m such thut 
MB(A.%‘“‘,N)3(2N+K).m- 
K(K - 1) 
2 
.fbr uny N 3 0, uny 2 <K dm, und ,fiv uny on-line leurning algorithm A tishich uses 
hypothesis ,fkm @*). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. To prove the mistake bound on algorithm XInclusionExclusion 
we show that there are at most K + 2N sets Sj and we bound the number of examples 
in each of these sets. We use the notation of Fig. 7. Let C = (Cl,. , CK~), K’ <K, be 
the normalized target concept. Since the sets S, fulfill the prerequisite of Lemma 2.6 we 
have n < k + 2N for some 0 d k < K’ and there are indices 1 <iI < < ik <n with 
.S;, & Ci. Furthermore, observe that counterexample xI is added to set S, only if x, +Z 
CL($). Thus, the sequence of counterexamples x,, ,xf2,. . . added to set 5’, is also a se- 
quence of counterexamples to the Closure Algorithm when learning the concept class % 
Moreover, the sequence xt,, xl!, . . added to a set Sij is a sequence of counterexamples to 
the Closure Algorithm when learning Ci. Hence, /S,( <MB(ClosAlg, %) for all 1 <i <n. 
Using the fact that Cl > > CKJ and Lemma 1.5 we find IS;i ( < MB(ClosAlg, C, ) 6 
MB(ClosAlg,%) -j + 1. Since n<2N + k summing over all sets S; gives the theorem. 
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3.1. Proof of Theorem 3.2 
For the proof of the lower bound we will show that nested differences of linear 
sub-spaces are hard to learn. Let %? be the concept class of all linear sub-spaces of the 
vector space Zy over the field Z, where p is an arbitrary prime p > m. (The field 
Z, is given by the set (0,. , p - 1) and the operations addition and multiplication 
modulo p [12].) For this concept class MB(ClosAlg,g) = m [5]. We will show that 
there are 2m vectors in ZT such that to any on-line algorithm these vectors can be 
given as counterexamples several times resulting in a total number of 2mN + 2m - 1 
counterexamples. Among these counterexamples at most N will be noisy. After these 
2mN + 2m - 1 counterexamples the learning algorithm will not have gained sufficient 
information about the target concept so that it receives another m(K-2)-$K(K - I)+1 
counterexamples before finally learning the target. 
We start proving the theorem for the case m = K = 2 which gives an idea how the 
proof in the general case works. In this case m(K - 2) - $K(K - 1) + 1 = 0 such that 
the information from the first 2mN + 2m - 1 counterexamples is sufficient for learning. 
For the general case we will have to deal also with the m(K - 2) - iK(K - 1) + 1 
additional counterexamples. 
Observe that for vectors xl ,. . .,x, E Zz the closure CL({xi ,..., xn}) is the linear 
sub-space spanned by these vectors. We set 61 = (1, 0), 62 = (0, 1 ), ui = (1, 1 ), and 
~2 = (1,-l). Since CL({bi,&}) = CL({ ui,uz}) = Z: there is no concept in %(*I 
consistent with the labels (bi, +), (62, +), ( ul,-),(u2,-) by Lemma 1.4. Thus, among 
the (61, +),(62, +),(ur, -),(Q, -) there is a counterexample to any hypothesis from 
@*I. After 4N + 3 trials one of these counterexamples has been given at most N times 
so that we consider this counterexample to be noisy. We can do that because a learning 
algorithm has to work for any target concept and for any selection of noisy examples. 
Knowing the learner’s hypotheses in advance (since we are considering deterministic 
algorithms) we can pick a target concept which is consistent with all but the noisy 
examples. If (bi, +) is this noisy counterexample than the remaining counterexamples 
are consistent with CL((b2)). If (62, +) is the noisy counterexample than the remaining 
counterexamples are consistent with CL({bi }). If (~1, -) is the noisy counterexample 
than the remaining counterexamples are consistent with CL( {61,&z}) \ CL( (~2)) and if 
(~2, -) is the noisy counterexample than the remaining counterexamples are consistent 
with CL({6i,62})\CL({ul}). Th us, for each algorithm there is a hypothesis from %7c2) 
which can force 4N + 3 mistakes of the algorithm if N of the counterexamples might 
be noisy. 
For the case m > 3 we use a somewhat more sophisticated argument and some tools 
from linear algebra. Let x . y denote the inner product of the vectors x,y E ZF. 
Furthermore we call vectors xi,. . . , X, E ZT orthonormal if xi . xi E l(p) for all 
i=l , . . . , n, and xi . Xj E O(p) for i # j. We will make use of the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Zf for n>,3 61,. . . , 6, are orthonormal vectors from ZT then there are 
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CL({~l,... ,&}I = cL({~l,...,wl}), 
b; # CL(U) jbr cl11 bi und any subset U of at most n - 1 vectors jior~z UI , , u,,, 
u; # CL(B) ,for all ui and any subset B qf at most n ~ 1 vectors .fiom bl,. . b,,. 
Proof. Basically we get the U; by rotating the b,. We set 
Cbj + (I - 2T’n)b; 
if: 
where x- ’ denotes the multiplicative inverse in the field Z,. Since the bi are orthonor- 
ma1 we find 
u; . u, = (?I - 1 + (1 - 2Pn)2) 4n-* = l(p) 
and 
U; Uj F (n - 2 + 2( 1 - 2-‘n)) 4K2 z O(p) 
for i # j. Thus, the vectors ~1,. . . , u,, are orthonormal and therefore linear indepen- 
dent. Since CL( (~1,. , un}) C CL( { 61,. , b,}) and the linear sub-space spanned by 
ut,. . . ,u, has dimension n as the linear sub-space spanned by 61,. . . , b,, we have 
CL({ut,...,u,})=CL({bt,...,b,}).Furthermore, bi’uj$O(p)foralliandjimplies 
that no bj can be expressed as the linear combination of n - 1 of the vectors u, and 
vice versa. 0 
We are ready now to prove Theorem 3.2 for m >, 3. Let b 1,. , b, be the unit vectors 
of ZF (which obviously are orthonormal) and let ICI,. . , u, be the alternate orthonor- 
ma1 vectors given by Lemma 3.3. We label all bi with + and all ui with -. Since 
CL({bt, . , b,}) = CL({ut , . . . ,um}) there is no hypothesis in V(*) consistent with all 
these labels and one of the labeled vectors can be given as counterexample to any hy- 
pothesis. After 2mN + 2m - 1 trials one of the vectors was given as a counterexample 
at most N times and we consider this labeled vector to be the noisy counterexam- 
ple. If b; is the noisy vector then the labels of all other vectors are consistent with 
CL({b,,....b,-,,bi+l,...,b,}) since no u, is in this closure by Lemma 3.3. If u, is 
the noisy vector then Zi \ CL( { ut , , u. 1, ui+l,. . , urn}) is consistent with the labels 1_ 
of the remaining vectors. Therefore, we can pick a concept (Cl) or (Cl, Cl) such that 
after 2mN + 2m - 1 counterexamples this concept is consistent with all but N of the 
counterexamples. Furthermore Ct (resp. C2) is spanned by m - I orthonormal vectors. 
We proceed by proving by induction that for any 2 <K <m - 1 we can force 
any learner to make at least 2mN + CTzi’,‘< m - I) = [2mN + 2m - 1 ]+[m(K - 2)- 
iK(K - l)+ l] mistakes while there is still a concept in @) consistent with all but the 
N noisy counterexamples. Obviously, this gives the theorem for 2 <K <m - 1. Above 
we have already proven this for K = 2. To get the remaining number of mistakes we 
basically use the fact that in the noise-free case any algorithm can be forced to make 
at least m - 1 mistakes when learning a linear sub-space of dimension m - 1. Since the 
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shells C,, Cz, . . . , C, have essentially dimensions m, m - 1,. . . , m - K + 1 we get the 
result. But of course we have to take care that a counterexample given while learning 
Ci does not help the learner when learning Cj for some j > i. By induction on K we 
prove that for 2GKdm - 1, 
(a) there is a concept (C,, , C,), 16 K, consistent with all previous correct coun- 
terexamples, 
(b) Cl is spanned by orthonormal vectors 6,). . . , &_K+L, 
(c) no previous counterexamples except the 61,. . . , &__K+I are elements of Cl and 
their labels are /I, 
(d) the learner has already made 2mN + ~f$‘(rn - Z) mistakes. 
By the constructions in the above paragraphs these conditions are fulfilled for 
K = 2. Now let (a)-(d) hold for some 2<K’ < m - 1. Let u,, . . . ,u,,-p+l be the 
alternate orthonormal vectors given by Lemma 3.3 such that CL(b,, . . , bm_~~+l ) = 
CL(U,,..., u,-K~+,). The labels of all bi are /, and we label all Ui with e,+,. Thus, 
one of these labeled vectors can be given as counterexample to any hypothesis from 
%‘(*,. After m - K’ trials at least one of the rci was not given as counterexample. 
We denote this vector by Ui* Then the concept (C, , . , C/+1 ) E WcK’), Cl+, = 
CL(U,, . . .) Ui* _ 1, Ui* + 1,. , u,_K’+ I), is consistent with all correct counterexamples (note 
that none of the bi or Ui was noisy). By Lemma 3.3 no bi is contained in Cl+,, and 
since Cl,, C Cl also no other previous counterexamples is contained in Cl,, . Finally, 
the learner made m - K’ addional mistakes. Thus, (a)-(d) hold for K = K’ + 1. 
At last we have to deal with the case K = m 33. From the above considerations 
we know that there is a concept (C, , . . . , Cl), 1 <m - 1, consistent with all previous 
correct counterexamples such that Cl is spanned by orthonormal vectors 61, b2, no other 
counterexample is element of Cl, and the learner has already made 2mN +Crc12(m- I) 
mistakes. Let U, = b, + 62 and ~2 = 6, - 62. We assign the label /I+, to U, and ~2. 
If the learner’s hypothesis is consistent with these labels then it is not consistent with 
the labels of b, or 62 by Lemma 1.4. Thus, in this case, one of the bi can be given as 
counterexample to the learner’s hypothesis. If the learner’s hypothesis is not consistent 
with the label of u, then U, is given as counterexample (analogously for ~2): this forces 
an additional mistake of the learner and (Cl,.. .,C~,C,+,) with Cl,, = CL({u,}) is 
consistent with this counterexample. This concludes the proof. 
4. Conclusion 
We investigated the learnability of nested differences in the presence of noise, both 
in the malicious PAC-learning model and in the on-line learning model. For both 
models we presented general algorithms which were based on the Closure Algorithm 
and the Inclusion-Exclusion Algorithm. We analyzed a pruning technique used by the 
algorithm for the malicious PAC-learning model and we showed that this algorithm 
achieves a noise tolerance which is superior to previously known results. Our on-line 
learning algorithm was proven to obtain the best possible general mistake bound. 
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